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LAMOUR and humour envelop Anna Mazzotta’s artwork
– as does her desire to build relationships with the viewer.

The Royal College of Art graduate’s atmospheric charcoal
drawings and colourful oil paintings are vibrant, playful and
full of character – they’ll often make you smile and reveal new
details every time you look.
Having a lifelong attraction to the vintage scene, Anna draws
from Art Deco decadence, vaudeville, dance halls, silent films
and nostalgic beach scenes to recreate a sense of glamour and
being truly alive that we all yearn for.

Strictly Ballroom
Throughout her 20-year career, her work has featured in
national and international collections – being one of the
youngest winners of the prestigious Jerwood Prize and
awarded the Great Art Prize by the Society of Women
Artists. Anna’s desire is to share her joy of art with the
public and engage with you directly.
From buying a limited edition print to investing in one of
her charcoal or oil paintings, or enjoying a specifically curated
commissioning experience that brings you into the heart of
the artistic process, Anna wants to mirror the joy and
playfulness in her art – and bring that to your home.
‘I know buying art can sometimes be intimidating,
but it shouldn’t be – just pick up the phone for a chat
or take a look at my website to see other people’s
experiences that might work for you,’ – Anna
Whichever path you choose, Anna’s pieces bring beauty and
character into everyone’s lives. Visit annamazzotta.co.uk
or call 020 3887 4010 to discover more – Anna’s looking
forward to hearing from you.
The Marathon Dance
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My painting is a way
of seeing the world,
thinking, feeling, showing
sensations, not just the
mechanics of a scene,
but instead emphasising
energy, life and letting
the inner emotion of the
characters come forth.
ANNA MAZZOTTA

